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•    Discovery of Higgs boson is the main task for LHC. 

•    This task in the nearest future will be solved  
     (positively or negatively). 

                What are the next tasks? 

•    Of course there are many various theoretical ideas: 
supersymmetry, dark matter etc.  

•     The purpose of my talk to pay attention at one another 
possibility which follows from results of CR investigations. 



•   LHC energies 1-14 TeV correspond to the interval 10^15 – 
10^17 eV in laboratory system for pp-interaction (for nuclei-nuclei 
interactions the upper limit will be higher).  

•    And namely at these energies many interesting and 
sometimes unusual results in CR investigations were obtained. 

• .  Bellow 10^15  eV  no serious deviations from standard CR 
energy  spectrum and composition and interaction model in 
direct measurements were observed.  







Cosmophisical approach: 

    EAS energy is equal to the energy of primary particle. 
     All changes of EAS parameters in dependence of energy are 
result of energy spectrum or/and composition changes only. 

Nuclear-physical approach: 

    Changes of EAS parameters are the result of inclusion of new 
processes of interaction or/and production of new particles, 
states of matter, etc.      
     EAS energy can be not equal to primary particle energy.      



In this case a difference between primary and EAS energies,  
so-called missing energy, appears. 



  In hadron experiments: 

  In EAS investigations: 

Important: Unusual events and other phenomena appear 
 only at PeV energies of primary particles.  

Appearance of unusual events: halos, alignment, penetrating cascades,  
long-flying component, Centauros, Anti-Centauros. 

  In muon experiments: 
Excess of HE single and multiple muons; 

Observation of VHE (~100 TeV) muons, the probability to produce 
which in meson decays is very small. 

Change of EAS energy spectrum in the atmosphere, which  
is now interpreted as a change of primary energy spectrum. 





 

Changes of behavior of Nµ(Ne) and Xmax(Ne) dependences,  
which now are explained as the heaving of composition. 

 



1.   Threshold behaviour (unusual events appear at      
 several PeV only). 

2.  Large cross section (to change EAS spectrum slope). 

3.   Large yield of leptons (excess of VHE muons, missing 
  energy and penetrating cascades). 

4.   Large orbital momentum (alignment). 

5.  More quick development of EAS (for increasing the   
  Nµ / Ne ratio and decreasing Xmax  elongation rate). 



•   Inclusion of new (f.e. super-strong) interaction. 

•   Appearance of new massive particles (supersymmetric, 
 Higgs bosons, relatively long-lived resonances, etc.) 

•   Production of blobs of quark-gluon plasma (QGP)  
 (better to speak about quark-gluon matter (QGM),  
 since usual plasma is a gas but quark-gluon matter 

    is a liquid). 

      The last model allows demonstrably explain  
          the inclusion of new interaction. 



1.   Production of QGM provides two main conditions:  
   - threshold behavior, since for that large temperature  
    (energy) is required; 

      - large cross section, since the transition from  
   quark-quark interaction to some collective interaction 
   of many quarks occurs:   

2.   But for explanation of other observed phenomena a  
  large value of orbital angular momentum is required. 

where R, R1 and R2 are sizes of quark-gluon blobs. 
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Total orbital angular momentum of the overlapping system in Au+Au 
collisions at the RHIC energy as a function of the impact parameter b. 
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1.  As was shown by Zuo-Tang Liang and Xin-Nian Vang, 
 in non-central collisions a globally polarized QGP with  
  large orbital angular momentum which increases with  
  energy               appears. 

2.  In this case, such blob of quark-gluon matter can be  
  considered as a usual resonance with a large 
 centrifugal barrier. 

3.  Centrifugal barrier                             will be large for 
  light quarks but small for top-quarks or other heavy 
  particles. 





1.  Simultaneous interactions of many quarks change the 
energy in the center of mass system drastically:  

2.  Produced     -quarks take away energy                         GeV, 
and taking into account fly-out energy, t > 4mt   700 GeV 
in the center of mass system.    

3.  Decays of top-quarks   

where mc  nmN. At threshold energy, n ~ 4 ( - particle)  



1. One part of t-quark energy gives the missing energy 
(e, µ, , µ), and another part changes EAS 
development, especially its beginning, parameters of 
which are not measured.  

2.  As a result, measured EAS energy E2 will not be equal 
to primary particle energy E1 and the measured 
spectrum will be differed from the primary spectrum. 

3. Transition of particles from energy E1 to energy E2 gives 
a bump in the energy spectrum near the threshold. 





   Since for QGM production not only high temperature 
(energy) but also high density is required, threshold 
energy for production of new state of matter for heavy 
nuclei will be less than for light nuclei and protons.  

   Therefore heavy nuclei (f.e., iron) spectrum is 
changed earlier than light nuclei and proton spectra!!!  

       Measured spectra for different nuclei will be not equal  
     to primary composition!!!  





          (without energy measurement straggling) 



(with 10% straggling) 





   This problem appeared in the last years when number of 
measured EAS muons began to overdraw simulated 
number of muons even for pure iron composition of 
primary CR. 

    Firstly this result was obtained in Russian-Italian 
experiment NEVOD-DÉCOR (2007) in which muon 
bundles were detected at large zenith angles.  

     Then the same results were obtained in Auger and other 
experiments. During UHECR meeting in CERN (February, 
2012) muon problem was discussed in many talks.   



   Side SM:  8.4 m2 each 
•   σx  1 cm;  σψ  1° 

Coordinate-tracking 
detector DECOR 

(~115 m2) 

Cherenkov water 
detector NEVOD 

(2000 m3) 



  X-projection   Y-projection 





Low angles: around the “knee”  θ = 50º : 1016 – 1017 eV 

θ = 65º : 1016 – 1018 eV Large angles: around 1018 eV 
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1.  Energy spectrum obtained in frame of this model 
surprisingly well describes experimental data. 

2. Changes of composition are explained: 
–  a sharp increase of average mass at  
    detection of EAS from heavy nuclei, 
–  and then slow transition to proton composition. 

3. So called “muon problem” (“muon puzzle”) is explained, too. 
     Number of muons is increased not as a result of muon  
     production in EAS initiated by heavy nuclei but through  
     decays of massive particles into pions with large multiplicity. 



 On the face of it the search of QGM with described 
characteristics (excess of t-quarks, excess of VHE muons, sharp 
increasing of missing energy, etc.) is very simple task. 

     But apparently there are no possibility to observe it in pp-
interactions even at full energy 14 TeV, since for that nuclei-nuclei 
interactions are required. 

 Unfortunately the methods of top-quark searches are prepared 
only for pp-collisions and development of new methods is required. 

     In spite of this some interesting results in nuclei-nuclei 
interactions have obtained yet. 





ATLAS observes striking imbalance of jet energies in heavy ion collisions 
(CERN Courier, January/February 2011) 

Highly asymmetric dijet event 

Dijet asymmetry distributions 



t  W+ + b 

In the center-of-mass system of top-quark 

Tb ~ 65 GeV     TW ~ 25 GeV. 

If to take into account fly-out energy, Tb can be more  
than 100 GeV. 

In the case if  b  gives a jet and W  ~ 20 , the ATLAS 
experiment picture will be obtained. 



 One possibility is direct measurements of various nuclei 
spectra in space. Changes in spectra must begin from heavy 
nuclei. But this possibility is not real in observable future. 

    Two other possibilities are connected with VHE muon 
detection: 
  -  measurements of muon energy spectrum above 100 TeV; 
  -  measurements  of energy deposit of EAS muon component 
below and above the knee. 

   For that, existing muon and neutrino detectors can be used: 
BUST, NEVOD-DECOR, Baikal, ANTARES, IceCube, etc. 











Candidate shower with a high pT muon. The cosmic ray bundle is on 
the left and the high pT muon is on the right. 





 Considered approach allows explain practically all 
problems of cosmic ray investigations above the knee  
and there are few doubts that it will be confirmed (earlier 
or later) in LHC experiments. 

    Cosmic ray community has unique possibility to obtain  
more impressive proof of new physics existence before 
that this will be done in accelerator experiments. 

 If this approach is correct, it is an excellent present to 
100 year anniversary of cosmic ray discovery!  

 And it will provide a good job for next generations  
of cosmic ray physicists during the second century of 
cosmic ray investigations! 




